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an upvard r:ove- 
’.sent of indus¬ 

trial art it is 
essential that the causeum become 
a live factor*•••it xauat develop 
machinery to deal with the manu¬ 
facturer, designer, and salesman 
• •••It mist direct its attention 
to modern, present-day needs—. 
ai»3 put forth active effort and 
carefully planned policies,•••to 
meet then*•••Preserving the past 
is not sufficient in the museum 
of tomorrow," 

—Charles S, Richards 
former director, 

American Association of ■'useums• 
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and the Hellenistic collection 
origin.. .Homan ’’prestige” col¬ 
lecting.. .the role of the med¬ 
ieval church...Penaissance art 
galleries....the northern Wun- 
derkammer....royal house cabi¬ 
nets...the earliest public mu¬ 
seums ...Colonial American spi¬ 
rit of inquiry....Mr. Arnold’s 
museum...Barnum and the Peales 
..buildings from the great ex¬ 
positions  .pages 1-9* 





In the Into 1950*8, Paul Qtelet conceived an Idea 

for a world center of learning# Ho and Le Corbusier 

worked out the plan for a Mundaneum, a universal mu¬ 

se uni, library, and headquarters of the intellect, 

which was to be built adjacent to the great League of 

nations palace In Geneva# This vision represented the 

greatest effort since the days of the Ptolemies to In¬ 

clude art, religion, science, philosophy, and history 

into a systematic portrayal of the scope of human 

knowledge* 

The physical plan had for its focal point the 

World Museum, built In the shape of a stepped pyra¬ 

mid* Tlie ascending levels were to represent the as¬ 

cending levels of civilisation, our level at the top, 

an ever-widening vista of the past spreading over the 

lower levels* Besides the museum, the Mundaneum 

included a library, a research center open to all 

the great universities of the world, laboratories, 

soological and botanical gardens, gymnasia, and pavil¬ 

ions for international expositions# 

why was the plan conceived? It would show the 

ascendance of mind over matter and of the spiritual 

over the material, the emergence of the much-discussed 

Ideals—truth, beauty, goodness, faith, hope, charity, 
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justice, liberty, and equality—in our civilisation* 

The Mundaneum was. never built • Perhaps it Is 

better that way* We are far from controlling our suc¬ 

torial life in spiritual perfection* \\e are a long way 

from any degree of mass education which will bring 

such an ideal within reach* A Mundaneum might attempt 

to bring the heights of learning to a few people, but 

what about the others who can neither imagine such an 

idea nor grasp the significance of what they see all 

around them? What has pointed the museum to its 

present state of development? 

At Thebes there is a room with an entry which 

bears the inscription, "A Place of Healing for the 

Soul*" It is not a temple* It was a museum kept by 

Ramoses II—as also by other Pharaohs—to house a 

collection of offerings which held the power to pla¬ 

cate the Gods* 

The word, museum, stems from Greek times when it 

referred to a temple of the Muses* What we think.of 

as a museum seems to have originated in Alesandrta in 

the Ptolemaic period* Ptolemy Soter*s great university 

there contained collections of plants and animals for 

study purposes * 

In early Greek civilisation, there were no art 

collectors* Art was either meant for offerings to the 
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Goda or used as public wealth, admired for its own beauty 

rather than its value. Until Alexander the Great *s time 

sculpture was often buried along with earth and debris 

to elear away war damages and begin a new temple or 

building. 'The artist was recognized only as a common 

laborer—one of the lowest forms of citizen# 

After Alexander*a fall, Hellenistic monarchs, 

notably Attains and Eumenes II of Porganum, began to 

carefully collect and preserve the classic ruins. They 

were .the first collectors. 

As Greek influence upon Home grew, the fashion of 

collecting also prospered* Sulla, Caesar, and Cicero 

stripped the colonies of their art forms* Caligula 

brought art back to Rome and held auctions, forcing 

his followers to bid fat prices for his plunder* 

Eventually, every leading, prosperous Roman citizen 

became a collector* Collecting became a sign of social 

prominence and art was evaluated in monetary terms like 

any other economic goods* The Roman civilization died, 

but the art remained to inspire the Italian renaissance* 

During the dark ages the church became the art 

collector and guardian of past cultures* Art, in a 

manner of speaking, went underground to be stored away 

in monastery crypts and catacombs* In this period the 
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church Judged art: for its own value as art, serving as 

almost the only link between the earlier ages and the 

Renaissance* 

With the Rennaisssnee cam© the art gallery* With 

the evidences of past Roman glory still standing as a 

constant influence and an accent on humanism brought 

about by the nature of the Renaissance, art was ln«* 

terpreted in individual pleasure# The Italians lived 

for pleasure j they were only mildly interested in. re¬ 

ligion and ethics* Art was somewhat the result of social 

regeneration rather than being used as a tool to stimu¬ 

late that end* It was a part of everyday life* The 

pattern thus established becomes one of the objectives 

of today*s planning in art museums* The problems of 

reconciling this objective to our scientific-mechanical 

civilisation will reappear later in this discussion# 

The oldest Renaissance collections are those of 

Cosimo do Medici, the Vatican classical art collections, 

and the hateran collections of Christian art# Coin and 

gem collections of rulers and nobility were the fourteenth 

century beginning of the art museum* Busts and statues 

came later, while pictures and drawings were not included 

until the seventeenth century* 

Up to this point we have seen museum development 



treated from tbs viewpoint of art and religion#* The 

scientific, natural history ideas have only once appeared, 

in the Ptolemy museum at Alexandria* 

The gradual spread of enlightenment in northern 

Europe to a crude,* raw culture without the background of 

Homan and Greek antiquity expressed itself in the “wunder- 

kamsier," or wonder chamber# Contrast this word with the 

Italian “galleria," or formal gallery, and the intense 

contrast between the northern naivete and the southern, 

taken**for**gr anted social assurance may be easily grasped# 

Ho culture can be built up from a vacuum* the wunderkammer 

supplied a starting point for the long social climb of 

the northern peoples* Here was the fertile field for the 

museum as an instrument of social regeneration* Typical 

early collections included such items as sea shells, 

fossils,-minerals, stuffed alligators and elephants, 

silver, gold, and glass work,, a little painting and 

statuary, and “manna which fell from Heaven in a famine*"^ 

Augustus I, tli© Elector of Saxony, had “a series of 

portraits of Roman Emperors from Caesar to Domitinn, 

said to be copies of originals done by Titian from the life*”^ 

1* Taylor,. Francis Henry, Babel*s Tower* Columbia Univ* 
Press, 19l{.5* 

2* Ibid* 
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We must romombor that these collections wore not 

In any sens© public* They were purely private endeavor 

kept for personal satisfaction or prestige* This con¬ 

dition existed long after the direction of museum 

development began to be clearly indicated by sixteenth 

century royal collections* Seventeenth century national¬ 

ism brought intense competition among the Hapsburg, Stuart, 

Bourbon, and other royal families in amassing collections* 

The connotation of royal prestige and authorities soon 

came to be a part of these collections, one more spur 

to the common public acceptance of the Idea of drawing 

upon past cultures in social development* 

It remained then for the French Revolution to 

introduce the interpretation of the museum as a public 

institution* Today we find this interpretation nearly 

universally accepted* Actually the first museum to 

open its doors to the public was the British Museum, 

formulated from the cabinet, or collection, and library 

of Sir llano Sloane* In 1755* thirty persons per day 

were permitted admission by tickets* In 18X0, the 

museum held regular open hours three days a week? by 

1879* it was open daily* The Louvre was open only to 

certain scholars until Napoleon*© time* The National 

Gallery in London was opened in I82lf.» The Louvre is a 
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perfect example of the European practice of simply 

setting up or leaving collections in abandoned palaces 

to gather dust* There were no problems such as storage 

or display methods* The collections pore there; the 

public was allowed entrance to see them, and that was 

all* 

Museums in the United States have followed through 

a quite different train of events* The eax»ly 1800’s, 

saw this country becoming an important new market for 

European goods and a rich source of raw materials, as 

well as a new center for tourist trade* The much- 

dismissed American spirit of pioneering inventiveness 

expressed itself in a more or less scientific approach. 

Especially In comparison to European thinking* this 

American viewpoint stimulated a revitalised attitude 

toward museum planning. The American museum did not 

become an abandoned palace used to store and classify 

relics of past cultures; the United .States had no palaces 

or past cultures* Instead* it grew up on the idea that it 

should be, along with our government, an institution of, 

by, and for the people* This philosophy is well expressed 

in the announcement of the founding of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art on January !}., 1870* It was founded to 

afford "to our whole people free and ample means for 
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innocent and refined enjoyment and also supplying the 

■best facilities for practical instruction and for the 

cultivation of pure taste in all matters connected with 

the arts*" 

Well before the American Revolutionary War, a Mr*. 

Arnold of Horwalk, Connecticut, formed a museum of 

miscellaneous collections, largely scientific in nature, 

which could be seen by the public upon payment of a fee# 

It is marked as one of the earliest museums in this 

country and as a pioneer in the new scientific accent 

in museums* It was of the same type as a museum at 

Manchester, England, founded by Sir Ashton Lover in 

1775, and one founded by William Bullock a little later 

in Liverpool, and was later sold to the Lever museum* 

This scientific viewpoint was further encouraged by 

the data taken from exploration and surveys across the 

country, such as the Wilkes Exploring Expedition of 

1858*4(2, and the government surveys for a Pacific rail¬ 

road which helped to found the United States National 

Museum* It was a perfectly natural step from these 

commercial expeditions to purely scientific ones* 

Another figure who contributed backhandedly to 

the scientific museum idea was P*T# Barnum, who had 

some really valuable specimens in his amusement museum 

and was ono of the first to display live fish* 
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In 3.785* Charles Willson Poalo, and his son, 

Rembrandt, established the Philadelphia Museum* This 

museum, from its inception, was more scientific in its 

aims than the Barnum or Boston amusement museums* Many 

of Peale»s ideas about the educational value and arrange¬ 

ment of collections were far ahead of hie time* Pealed 

treatment of painted backgrounds and props such as nests 

and eggs in bird groups was the germ of the habitat 

settings of modern natural history museums* Both Feales 

were well known Colonial portrait painters, and they 

exhibited their work regularly In their museum* 

The great expositions have had much influence on 

museum development in the United States* The Field 

Museum and the Museum of Science and Industry, are a 

result of the Columbian Exposition of 1895* The 

United States Rational Museum is housed in a building 

left over from the Centennial Exposition of 1876, and 

the St* Louis Art Museum Inherited its building from 

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition of I90I4.* 
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PART ANALYSIS 

Status of today’s museums..*nethods of 
classification*..the museum In western 
culture••.confusion in public opinion. 
Progress, lethargy, and revival in the 
1800’s...European leadership and phil¬ 
anthropy...public estrangement and the 
Chicago school. • .the mine urn’s position 
today....its functions aid activities: 
1. Collections...15taste,M acquisitions 
2. Research*..fitness and restrictions 
j5« Publishing... .minima... .limitations 
4* Lectures, movies, seminars 5. Radio 
6. Local competitive programs••.commu¬ 
nity centers....personal relationship. 
7* Organised tours*.8. Commercial con¬ 
sultation 9» Social functions....teas. 
10. Tlie art school, importance, cour¬ 
ses ••.Financing.•.methods..tax support 
•..Collegiate museums..locations•.uses 
Basic policies....public challenge.... 
Specialisation....types...pages 11-41* 
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Today’s museum expansion has been compared to that 

of the library fifty years ago* From a very slow begin¬ 

ning, museum expansion has blossomed in a curve that 

closely resembles a parabola* The latest count would 

probably show that the number of museums has doubled 

in the period since 1950* As is shown on page 12, 

there were 2[{09 museums of all kinds in the United 

States in 1958* In the ten years prior to world War II, 

new museums wore being formed at the rate of one every 

week* It is thus safe to guess that, deducting four 

war years from the figures, there are In the neighbor¬ 

hood of 2850 museums in the United States in 1950* It is 

interesting to note hare that a larger and larger pro¬ 

portion of the new museums are going into buildings 

designed and built for them* The investment in buil¬ 

dings, equipment, land, endowment, and collections 

amounts to three or four billion dollars. This outlay 

was visited in 19ljJ|. by over fifty million people* 

There are several methods of classifying present- 

day museums* Lawrence Vail Coleman, director of the 

American Association of Museums, has formulatod two 

means of classification* One deals with the area or 

group served by the museum, and breaks down into the 

following lists 
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1# Public (usually local) 
2* State 
3# national 
4# School and school system 
5* Gollege and university 
5* Private 
?* Company 
8, Children*s 
9* Historic house 
10# park (trailside) 
11* Library exhibits 
12* Sub-museums 

It will b© noted that this system of classification is 

used in the table on page 32* The other much more 

widely used classification breaks down to: 

1* Art 
2* History 
3* Industry 
4* Science 
5* General 

This is similar to an earlier list compiled by Dr* G* 

Brown Goode which follows: 

1* Art 
2* natural History 
3* History 
4# Anthropology 
5* Technology 
o* Commerce 

Dr* Goode also suggested a means of area classification 

which, for most purposes, is easier to use than that 

mentioned above* He mentioned Just four divisions: 

1* national, local, or city 
2* College or school 
3* Professional or class 
4* Special research 
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WWIBEE OF WURT2U1 <!S IN THE UNITED ST A TKS AS OF 1958 

Tyne Art fist . Indus* Soi*   Total 

Public ; 221** 558 8 72 60 722 

State 3 If 12 15 72 

National 5, 3 2 1 l 10 

School and 
school -system ,;.3 1 23 10 43 

College & Univ. 115 82 501 10 708 

Private 3 ,, 9.. 13 2 29 

Company > 15 19 

Children’s 2 6 8 16 

Historic house 664 664 

Park (trailside) 16 54 2 72 

Library exhibits 21 M 1 7 20 9° 

Other tub museums 8 33 3 18 2 ' 64 

Total 387 ms  .JO 707 ,m  

* Includes 1*7 w*p»A* Art Centers 

There are 26 public museums with income of more than 
1100,OOOj ?2 with more than. #25,000} 205 with more 
than §5*000} 453 with more than §1,000* Of 269 with 
leas than #1,000, 200 are historical societies* Figures 
for income do not include state or national museums# 
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GROWTH OF itmmmm: n MUSEUM BUUDWQS 

Year Hum* of bldgs* to date Total Investment to date 

l8iU 1 

O
 

O
 

O
 % 

CD
 

r-1 

1821* 2 25,000 

18U| 5 75,000 

1855 k 5?5»ooo 

i860 5 1*05,000 

1870 8 550,000 

1880 20 i*, 519,000 

1890 55 7,911*, 000 

1900 68 18, la?,000 

1910 108 56,082,000 

1920 15? 55,1420,000 

1950 255 118,825,000 

1958 580 181,512,000 

These figures include only buildings specifically de¬ 
signed as museums* Hot included are non-museum 
buildings occupied by museums, remodeling, or museum 
additions of any kind* All buildings in the table 
were in use in 1958* 



Museum expansion in the United States 
1 Figures from charts on pages 12,13. 



W© are living today In a highly mobile chlturo* 

our way of life has changed more in the last one hun- 

dred fifty years than all the change in recorded history 

prior to that time# into the realm of human thinking 

blundered the sciences,and ever since the seventeenth 

century we have shown a tendency toward making science 

tiie great driving wheel of civilisation# At the same 

time, the museums have been represented as guardians of 

“culture#*’ The old-time, real values of grandfatherfs 

age are the heritage of the museum as a historical 

institution# We look to the past for security and to 

the scientific future for. rationality and action# 

Squarely in the midst of this problematic situation is 

thrown the museum# The university also found itself 

there, but has somewhat solved the problem by speciali¬ 

sation Into “technical” and "humanities” categories# 

The museum lias not been so fortunate# For one thing, 

while its history traces back thousands of years, Its 

development as the institution we know is limited to 

one hundred fifty years, too short a time to build up 

a really strong philosophical heritage* The university 

has answered specific demands# ”Wo need people who can 

do this or perform that function#" The museum*s in¬ 

fluence is not so direct# Like pure science, its 
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learning takes devious channels before reaching the 

great mass of the public* 

This confusion has plagued the public and museum 

officials alike. The public asks what is the value of 

museums with their vaguely understood pictures, dusty 

cases of old books, coins, and other impedimenta, and 

houses where George Washington may have slept* The 

museum officials try to analyse tile public’s desires 

with one eye and oversee their scholarly functions with 

the other* It is a difficult task* Where does the 

museum’s duty lie? Is it a servant to the public tastes 

or a research institution? where do its functions stop 

and those of the university and library begin? 

The nineteenth century thought which fostered our 

museums was in tune with the American spirit of the day* 

It is perfectly logical that fresh ideas should come 

from the unique conditions of a new land* The hand of 

freo enterprise appeared in museums with new methods of 

display and now subject matter* The early l800*s were 

fruitful* 

As time wore on, a lethargy spread over the new 

movement* The vigorous young cause which followed 

the revolution fervor was swamped in the orgy of west-* 

ward expansion, Civil War, and Beconstraction bitterness* 

And then into the void slipped the Victorian age, the 
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restoration of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and the great 

American capitalistic expansion* ‘There was now a now 

cause, the Revival period, and there were many phil¬ 

anthropists* The building boom was on, and libraries, 

college and university buildings, and museums sprouted 

all over the country in eclectic imitations of Greek 

temples and Renaissance palaces* The result in mu¬ 

seums was a throwback to cluttered, dusty displays of 

backward-looking archaeological matter piled Into 

gloomy balls of stone* Once again, Europe was the model 

and the American vision was lost* 

The philanthropists were blamed for using money 

and power to subject their ideas on hapless institutions 

and to create a compartments! view of art in which the 

creative impetus'was held in contempt* Agriculture, 

bousing, medicine, engineering, transportation, 

communication, and manufacturing were supposed to take 

its place# But before condemning t hem, let us be 

realistic* The wealthy few were not too much smarter 

than anyone olaej they were simply swept up in a flood 

of European ideas as was nearly everyone* The Richard¬ 

sons, Sullivans, and frights were few and far between, 

and usually completely without voice* But the endow¬ 

ments were established, the universities founded, and 

the museums—such as they were—wore built* Credit the 
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philanthr©plats * 

Heverthaloes, the patterns were established for 

art, architecture, and research, and, once set up, the 

organization is hard to change* The emphasis on schol¬ 

arly research and European classicism was Just a little 

too much for a people who were increasingly nationalistic 

and never really understood what had been happening all 

around them* The xanseum and its public grew out of 

touch* Scholars wrote pseudo-sclentific dissertations 

addressed only to their colleagues* Art was placed on 

a pedestal far beyond the ken of the man on the street 

who needed and craved it* Artists spoke esotericaily 

of form, composition, impact, and design and condemned 

the layman for saying he knew what he liked* The great 

public was disenchanted;n it felt high-hatted and lost* 
■ " . fi 

The break came in architecture* The Chicago school, 

the skyscraper, and the Prairie House helped to en¬ 

courage the swing back to Americanised thinking* The 

popular magazines have taken the new cause to the people* 

Where European study was once considered a necessity for 

the better musicians, artists, and architects, we now 

look upon our own educators as better* We also think 

of ourselves as a better-informed public than anywhere 

else in the world* 

What is the situation today? We now have a more 
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thinking public* We have an educational system and a 

spontaneous museum movement of which we can be proud. 

Unfortunately* we are not always quite sure how the 

museum should fit into our society# 
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home designs which we have sh6wn in the past three years. But 
there was the added advantage that this-house was to be con-| 
structed in the museum garden not far from the new Crowell-I 
Collier Building in-New York. The museum set to work building! 
the house so that it should be ready to show our readers in this! 
issue, on the same date that the actual house would be open tol 
the public. The Museum of Modem Art-Companion House,! 
shown here and on the seven following p^ges, will be on view ini 
the garden of the museum at 4 West Fifty-fourth Street, New! 
York City, from mid-May through October. Readers who plan 
to visit or pass through New York this summer and fall will 
probably want to go through the house. Museum hours are 12 to 
7 on weekdays, 1 to 7 on Sundays. But even without a visit to 

[New York, you can go through our house here on these pages by 
| means of the pictures. First take a look at these exterior views.] 

m 



Here is a list of functions which have becoma part 

of our present-day museum complex* 

1« Provide and display collection material# 
2 # Conduct research« 
5 • Public h bullet ins and' art ides.. for maga-. 

sines and newspapers* 
Ij,* Conduct lectures* seminars* and movies* 
5* Produce radio programs* 
o* Conduct and shot? local competetlve pro¬ 

grams* and encourage local art activity, 
T* Conduct organised tours for school children 

and other groups* ■ 
8* Assist in commercial undertakings and 

research* 
$, Conduct social programs—teas, etc# 

10* Administer art schools and/or classes# 

All this activity is usually expected to be produced from 

private financing* a big Job in itself# 

‘Phis lengthy array of museum activities serves to 

express the fact that the museum* if it takes up every 

activity listed* will be spread out too widely to do 

Justice to more than a few# bet us consider these 

activities individually* 

1* The accumulation and display of collection material 

has been and will continue to be a major activity of the 

museum* Without this function, we might as well dis¬ 

pense with the museum* As documents of history* 

collection material provides a universality of expression 

and genuine reality which can be found in no other 

medium# Any written word will be colored by the 
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desire to express some particular point or opinion, but 

collection material, if carefully and honestly accumu¬ 

lated, will give a background of objective, noncommittal 

authenticity. 

Here is constituted one of the greatest problems 

faced by the museum officials. As arbiters of public 

taste they must carefully pick and choose* What to 

buy, how much to accumulate, what to do with gifts, and 

how to discard material are some of the acquisition 

problems. 

What a museum buys is an Individual problem, as is 

the quantity of material to be bought* However, it is 

a tendency of museums to want to overbuy* Quality is 

much more important than quantity, especially because 

there is a concerted effort to stop the indiscriminate 

expansion of museums* There Is no reason, especially 

for a specialised museum, to grow like an amoeba* 

Storage problems multiply rapidly, and exhibits become 

unwieldy for easy inspection* 

Sifts are headaches• Too often they have absolute¬ 

ly no connection with the regular collection material. 

They then burden the storage facilities* Or, worse 

yet, they may be given in perpetuity with specific 

restrictions to their location* Museums cannot go 

on accepting gifts with strings attached* Social and 
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professional competition make this difficult, hut year 

by year, the problem, in general, is diminishing* 

2# One difficulty in discussion of research is that 

there are no definite solutions to the problem* We 

can only discuss general principles which must be indi¬ 

vidually applied to specific problems* 

The biggest argument for the research function is 

that museums are equipped for it* They have a great 

storehouse of art material# The Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, for example, has what is called the largest 

reservoir of art material in the western hemisphere* 

There at first hand can be studied actual objects taken 

from five thousand years of civilisation* The museums 

have people in their staffs who are admirably suited 

for research by virtue of superior training and ability 

in their fields# The opportunity for research comes 

naturally in connection with the investigation which is 

necessary to plan acquisitions and exhibits and to ex¬ 

plain them to the public* A final argument for research 

is that Its findings may, through publications, reach a 

great number of people who could not possibly see the 

exhibits* 

On the other hand, many museums, particularly the 

smaller ones, do not have the material or budgets to 

justify such work# The lack of floor space in museums 
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already far oversupplied with exhibit areas is sometimes 

the one critical limiting factor* This last point is 

particularly important, since floor area distribution 

has nearly always been a major fallacy in museum design* 

Many museums, particularly in colleges and univer¬ 

sities are in existence expressly for the purpose of 

research* It is in this area of activity that the re¬ 

search function is best qualified* Public museum direc¬ 

tors will find that the increasing pressure of public 

service will divert more and more research activity to 

the collegiate and specialised public museums* 

5# Nearly all museums do some publishing work, at 

least to the extent of producing monthly or quarterly 

and yearly bulletins* Many more museums publish pro- 

grans of exhibitions in addition to the bulletins* 

This is about the minimum of publication work which will 

be done by any museum* Some museums publish descriptive 

pamphlets or even books on exhibitions* It is argued 

that all important, well-done exhibits deserve a book; 

this point is reasonable and proper* However, the bulk 

of museum writing is amateurish and clumsy, and the point 

has repeatedly been raised that such work should be en¬ 

trusted to commercial publishers* The writer believes 

this to be sound reasoning* Only a few of tte largest 

museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the 
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Museumof Modern Art, are well enough equipped to do 

good 3ohs as printers* Some hooks published by these 

institutions are much better than most good work from 

commercial publishers# However, they are also much 

more expensive*. We may reach a general conclusion that 

most publishing work should be done by commercial firms 

Barring special conditions, there is no point in giving 

valuable floor space to an inefficient and poorly per¬ 

formed function* 

Articles aro also in demand for publication in 

newspapers and magazines» These articles are of pri¬ 

mary importance because they help to advertise the mu¬ 

seum* It is an established point that the museums 

cannot do without advertising* Such articles, then, 

especially for magazines, should be produced in co¬ 

operation with a professional writer or even ghost¬ 

written* 

if* Lectures, seminars, and movies are becoming more 

and more an Integral part of the museum* They ore a 

great source of difficulty in museum planning because 

they require a great deal of organisational work and 

preparation, and entail problems in operation of the 

building to accomodate large groups of people without 

disrupting other normal activities# It is argued that 

the museum Is usurping activities of this sort, which 



should be left in the province of the schools and col¬ 

leges. This argument, however, is fallacious in one 

vital respecti the museum does not reach the same 

public as the colleges and universities# It must pre¬ 

sent the material In a more popularised version to people 

outside the regular educational systems* It is this 

work which very often enables the public to understand 

what really is to be learned from the museum and creates 

the desire to come back for more# This repeating public 

is a very important objective in museum planning, be¬ 

cause It is Indication of a successful all-over planning 

program* 

5* Radio programs are a new activity* They are not of 

any great importance in planning since they do not create 

any problems other than the amount of work they cause to 

some members of the staff* They are very desirable in 

adding to the museum*3 prestige, and they bring a great 

many people into contact with the work of the museum* 

6. The sponsorship of local competitive programs is a 

field in which a museum can make many friends* A well 

administered program with reputable judges, whose de¬ 

cisions will be respected, is a great source of local 

pride* It is always good policy to try to have as many 

people as possible speak of "our museum!1' the feeling 

of personal association is a very strong tie* But aside 
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from their value to the local museum, competitions are 

of inestimable value In stimulating art interest in the 

public and in discovering hidden talent* The Cleveland 

Museum of Art regularly sponsors shows to sell work by 

local artists# This exhibition, held annually, has 

sold over $300,000 worth of local work in twenty-eight 

years* The work exhibited includes painting, sculp¬ 

ture, crafts, ceramics* photos, enamels, and other 

graphic arts* The value of this sort of work cannot 

be over-emphasised in creating genuine art enjoyment in 

people and in making the museum a vital part of the 

local scene# It must be continued and increased* 

Similar to this function is the general function 

of the museum as a community center# John Cotton Dana 

was one of the pioneers of this work during his direc¬ 

torship of the Hewark Art Museum* He showed that the 

museum cannot scorn its public? the public will sense 

it and draw back# Instead, the museum must develop its 

services to the community* 

Today we find this idea bearing fruit* In Cleve¬ 

land, three public school teachers have full-time posi¬ 

tions on the museum staff to administer classes for chil¬ 

dren, high school pupils, and adults* Theater arts are a 

regular part of the program at the Wadsworth Atheneum, 

Hartford, Connecticut, and tbs Museum of Modern Art and 
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the Metropolitan Museum of Art In Hew York City. The 

Museum of Modern Art has been a loader in breaking away 

from long-standing limitations of tradition* 

William.M« Milllken, director of the Cleveland 

Museum of Art* recently made the following statement; 

"The museum is one of the most democratic 
places there is. Everything in it comes together 
in an abstract world* The spirit of creation, the 
sublimation of ideas and ideals of individuals 
who have felt and suffered and believed and some¬ 
how given more than themselves move there in clari¬ 
ty and light* Political ideologies, creed, class, 
race, color fall away. A great museum is a cre¬ 
ation of passion, the passion of many individuals, 
and when it is that, it is an institution which 
profoundly affects its city. It becomes automati¬ 
cally a center of intellectual and creative life.51 

The personal relationship to the individual thus recom¬ 

mends the value of competitions and other community 

activities, not only for Mr* Milliken’s reasons, but 

for the more self-centered—but necessary—reason that 

good will, is a very valuable asset to any museum# 

7* Properly planned organised tours for school chil¬ 

dren constitute no special problem for the physical 

plant of a museum* The most difficulty would be thi 

they take up a certain amount of the staff’s time* 

These tours often become redundant when there is a well- 

knit program of co-operation with the school system, 

such as that in Cleveland’s art museum# Tours are 

never eliminated; nor is that end desirable, in entirety* 
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Nevertheless, guided tours have the disadvantage that a 

person may not spend extra time with an exhibit without 

dropping out of the party* Well designed exhibits with 

good explanations almost eliminate the need for tours# 

8* The museums position in commercial undertakings 

is that of a consulting specialist* Industry looks to 

pure science and art for ideas and formulas to feed its 

processes* The college and university are already 

recognised as a source of this knowledge, and the mu¬ 

seum is now gaining that same recognition* This ten¬ 

dency is bound to spread as more and more specialised 

museums come into being and absorb authorities in their 

fields into their staffs* Suoh work will be valuable 

to industry, as well as a source of consultation fees* 

The fees will, in port, add to the museum*s income* 

Individual fees paid to members of the staff will help 

to attract competent men to museums which otherwise 

might not be able to provide satisfactory salaries* 

Acknowledgement of this relationship with industry may 

be seen in this statement by the president of the English 

national Association of Art Masters: 

15As an industrial nation, our very existence, as 
well as our prosperity, depends upon our commercial 
enterprise. Therefore, it is our duty to,*.find out 
how best Art Education can be brought into closer 
touch with the requirements of trade and the manu¬ 
facturer, because when technical skill has done its 
best, it is the applied art that often determines 
the market value of the manufactured article. There 
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is hardly a single market able commodity that Is 
not touched by art at on© point or another before 
it roaches the purchaser#” 

9# As a private organisation supported by gifts and 

memberships, the museum has always been subject to 

social functions such as teas and receptions# They 

are part of the inevitable work of organizing groups 

and maintaining ties with them# They are one more 

means of giving people a personal tie with the insti¬ 

tution? therein lies their value to the museum# 

10* The growing activity of the art school within the 

museum is a very timely and healthy field of endeavor* 

It requires extra floor space and personnel, but the 

expenditure is well Justified in the results to be 

gained* Several earlier art school references in this 

discussion have showed how thoroughly its work infil¬ 

trates into other activities* Service to the commu¬ 

nity is one of the biggest new ideas in museum thought# 

The art school contributes by transforming a passive 

interest in art into an active participation, the 

surest way to make any such interest a live, integral 

part of a personas everyday life* The art school^ 

the exhibit, and educational service make up the con¬ 

stituents necessary to create a balanced, useful pro¬ 

gram of community service; each one supplements the 

others in reaching the greatest possible number of people* 
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TIi© subjects taught will vary with the museum* 

Drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, and weaving 

are widely taught* Other graphic arts, woodworking, 

crafts, and photography are also becoming popular* 

There will be further expansion of the list as more 

museums take up the movement and specialised work is 

increased* The vast potentialities with different 

groups will keep the museum art schools busy day and 

night« 

The art school is also a means of finding ability 

in groups younger than the usual competition contribu¬ 

tors, the people who will form the nuclei of the 

artistic professions like industrial design, commercial 

art, window display, and fashion design* 
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2a til© discussion of these museum functions* we 

have seen the question of finance appear again and 

again* We need no argument to be convinced of the 

reality of this problem when we remember that only 205 

of the 722 public museums had 1958 incomes of more than 

five thousand dollars* 

There ©re three means of financing museums# One 
t 

exemplified by the Des Moines Art Center* is to operate 

exclusively on endowments and paid memberships# Another 

method is to supplement endowments and- memberships with 

a subsidy from the local or state government* This plan 

is in use in many museums today* Both of these plans 

are applied to situations where a large grant of money 

usually is a factor in the founding of the museum* 

The third system, that of support entirely from tax 

funds, has been tried with remarkable success at Mil¬ 

waukee and St* Louis* The St# Louis plan shows the 

structure of this type of finance* 

Through the work of a small, civic-minded St* Louis 

group, the Missouri legislature passed the ’’Missouri Art 

Museum Law” of 190?* which read as follows! 

"When 100 taxpayers of any city in this state 
which now has or may hereafter have l|00,000 inhabi¬ 
tants or more (This was worded specifically for 
St* Louis) shall petition the proper authori¬ 
ties asking that an annual tax of one fifth of a 
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mill on the dollar* annually on all the taxable 
property in such eity shall be levied for the 
establishment* maintenance* or extension of a mu¬ 
seum of art for the benefit of the public in such 
city* and shall ask that the question whether such 
a tax shall be levied be submitted to the voters 
of the city at a special or regular election*#*and 
if the majority of all the votes cast In such city 
upon such proposition for and against a one fifth 
mill tax for the art museum shall be for the tax, 
the tax specified in such notice shall be levied 
and collected in like manner with other general 
taxes of said city* and the proceeds of such tax 
shall be known as *the art museum fund**” 

The law was voted in by the city of St* Louis, and a ... 

self-perpetuating board of nine members* entirely free 

from political control, was set up, This board today 

administers an annual fund of about |21JJ0,000 from the 

public treasury. 

The arguments for this system are impressive* 

1. The theory of tax-supported museums is logical. We 

have tax-supported schools and libraries, which have long 

been free from political control* The St* Louis plan 

has worked successfully for forty-three years* 

2* There is increasing public sentiment showing the 

basic need for art in our society* 

5* This constitutes a true ”people,s museum,” At 

present (!9M>) tax rates, the average contribution is 

about twenty-five cents per person per year* 

l|* The museum is free of the criticism of ”snobbish¬ 

ness*” 
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5# There ere no u members hip3*’ or special privileges* 

6* The public nature of the museum makes It active pub** 

lie property, and newspapers consequently give very good 

coverage to its activities* 

7* Annual attendance lias averaged about $2% 000 per 

year over the last fifteen years* This amounts to one 

in three people in the St* Louis metropolitan area, 

the largest proportionate attendance in the United States, 

except for the national Gallery in Washington, 3>*G* 

There are also disadvantages to the St* Louis plan* 

1* There is always the possibility of the state law 

being revoked or nullified by a city referendum* 

2* Attempts might be made to divert the fund to, poli¬ 

tical controls* ' ■ 

5* A municipal museum is not likely to attract large 

endowments* This has been the case with the at* Louis 

Art Museum* 

It appears that the arguments for tax support for 

museums would outweigh those against it* The combina¬ 

tion of this principle with one or both of the other 

methods should be investigated by museum people in the 

smaller communities* Perhaps we are seeing the begin¬ 

ning of a trend toward the increasing public support of 

museums* It is a logical step$ schools, colleges, 

libraries, and even fire departments have taken this course* 
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We have evolved today's public art museum as an 

institution which serves toy presenting exhibits and 

educational devices and operating art schools* Other 

types of museums—-science, history, etc*—conform to 

many elements of this thinking* There are variations^ 

of course, but the basic idea of personalised public 

interest is still there* 

We now consider college and university museums* 

Hero we find a different basic philosophy* The colle¬ 

giate museum is often socially-minded, but its first 

duty is to serve Its own institution* Some allow no 

public attendance at all* others are opened to the 

public only for limited hours« Some are always open* 

There are over seven hundred collegiate museums on 

four hundred campuses* Some are not easily recognisable 

as museums* less than fifty have their own buildings* 

They are a heterogeneous lot, most often very unimpressive 

But they are very important* They are originators of 

theoretical principles. They test the principles and 

finally loose them on the public museums, \?here the 

ideas, in practical application are proven or killed* 

At the University of Iowa, paintings were first hung 

in the social rooms at the Memorial Union* Urn students 

objected, but now want fine art in their own rooms, too* 



The principle of lending prints is not entirely new* 

It began at Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin, over 

twenty years ago* flow Bowdoln, Smith, and Beloit Colleges 

and Harvard, Yale, and Brown Universities are all doing 

it* Before long, it.may be standard practice in public 

museums* 

The Color Slides Cooperative group at McCormick Hall, 

Princeton University, keeps up with the latest developments 

in color slides* 

We find that collegiate art museums are used increase 

ingly to teach history, social sciences, philosophy, 

literature, and languages* Here is the idea of art and 

the art museum integrated with many other vital elements 

in our culture* It is the basis of thinking which may 

help to solve our plaguing question, "How are we to live 

in harmony with the scientific Impetus of our age, using 

science for pur own good instead of being ruled by it?1’- 

We think the answer lies partly In the museums, as inte¬ 

grators of science and the humanities* 

Museums are changing with our society, The challenge 

of opportunity is very real for them. As long as the 

colleges turn out thinking men to go Into the profession, 

the museums will evolve, and we will find ourselves 

stops closer to the ideal-*the museum acting as an 

absolutely vital link in culture and progress, strong and 
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respected, contributing its fair share to civilization# 



vie havo established the sphere of Influence of the 

museum as a changing society, one which is constantly 

sifting ideas and actions, accepting some and rejecting 

others* This process, as we see it In every day life, 

seems to be an infinitely slow crawl, but over a number 

of years, it acts, and we suddenly start and exclaim, 

his thing isn*t done any morel Things were certainly 

different in my day*” 

Today*s biggest change is the change in the basic 

policy of the museum* The shift ims been from the 

’’showing” function inherited from Europe to the ’’doing” 

function* instead of a passive institution the museum 

has been revitalised to work for its public* We find 

here an ansiror to the question of what the museum should 

be* It is a social, educational institution designed to 

acquaint people with culture by showing actual, concrete 

samples, and to teach people how to take such material 

things and place them in the abstract fields of know¬ 

ledge and enjoyment in everyday life* The museum is a 

long-range instrument of balance between eras, a means 

of social self-analysis* In this sense, it serves a 

different purpose from that of the school systems, since 

it is stable, while teaching material and methods 

fluctuate relatively fast* 
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Who should It teach? It will indirectly affect 

everyone# 2t vd.ll directly affect everyone who sets 

foot inside its doors* It will actively attempt to 

teach nearly all age groups in fields where regular 

educational channels fall short* hut it will concert* 

trate on children and on adults who have ceased other 

formal education* 

It will be costs efficient and Reductive by careful 

organization, close contact with its public and its needs, 

and by specialising in its best qualified fields# 

As -a prognosticator, the chances are that any good, 

experienced museum director may present a more accu¬ 

rate forecast than this writer# However, a fresh view¬ 

point of things often uncovers ideas which the more 

accustomed eye might condemn# 

Today* s- museum directors have largely accepted the 

public challenge to give it a working institution# A 

typical example of f orvrar d*»looking thought is the Hous¬ 

ton Museum of Fine Arts, which shows frequent traveling 

exhibitions, has many seminars, and teaches a full range 

of art courses* Some of its radio program subject matter 

may suggest the wide range of art covered in its program: 

1# 11 Art in Automotive Design” 
2# R Cattle in Art1* 
5# nRomance in Photography0 
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i}* "Giotto*’ 
5* "The Art of Speech" 

This museum Is now operating at the very limit of its 

physical capacity, as.are too many other museums today* 

This fact indicates a steady, long-range program of ex¬ 

pansion and new building* 

However, many directors argue logically that the 

museums are being spread over too great a scope of 

activity* Suggestions vary all the way from simple 

curtailment of activities to a reversion of the museum 

to a library status* This extreme view is a dead 

issues the museum is an active institution, and it will 

remain as such* The solution to this problem is to be 

fouiHl in specialisation* 

Specialisation is the logical plan for a small 

museum with limited resources* Even the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art anticipates its own eventual dispersion 

into smaller, specialised working units* tVe will find 

this type of museum springing up all over the country 

where certain local conditions favor some specific ac¬ 

tivity. Isolation is no problem? it is now easier to 

go to a small museum than to fight traffic to visit one 

in a large city* Several small museums can reach a great 

many more people than one large museum so situated* 

Among the specialised museums lacking in the United 
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States are the commercial and technological museums*’ 

The outstanding, and almost the only, commercial museum 

in this country is that of Philadelphia, which displays 

raw materials from all over the world and maintains 

extensive library facilities for the study of world¬ 

wide commercial products, manners and customs of 

various peoples, and chief industries and occupations* 

We shall see a great increase in commercial museums,’ 

not necessarily of the scope of this very large one,' hut 

specialising in one industry or type of product and main¬ 

taining its educational facilities in that field, 

Europe is rich in technological museums, hut they are 

strangely lacking in the. United states, their most fertile 

field for development * The Deutsche Museum of Munich has 

many working models of machines such as locomotives and 

airplane engines# The Chicago Museum of Science and 

Industry and the Ford Greenfield Village Museum contain 

similar material, as do others to a lesser extent, hut 

the movement to create and maintain specialised museums 

of this=type is very slow# 
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The earliest museums imposed no requirements upon 

their buildings# since they were Just private collections 

left in tleir original locations or transplanted in 

bulk to some other space* The growth of more involved 

collections finally forced development of routing sys¬ 

tems* The resulting room-and-hall layout is one of 

today*s primary routing systems, and m now see the ten* 

dency toward building differentiation forced even further 

by- variety of services as well as ■ exhibits*-: We will .-thus - 

consider the requirements of the building for exhibits and 

for the funotlotis of the organisation* 

The architectural style of museum buildings has been 

more subject .to public taste, as is exemplified by the 

rash of near-Renalssance palaces in the l86o*s* This 

style was popular with the people, and its plan form 

fitted into the museum organisation of that day* 

Today we hesitate to speak of the ’’public taste*” 

Modern architecture is definitely finding its way into 

our museums, although eclecticism still hangs on, es* 

pecially in the demand for the monumental element in 

design* 

In ’’The Museum in America,” Laurence Vail Coleman 

has attempted to state the requirements for the ’’perfect 

museum*” He begins by saying that the perfect building 



is impossible^ and'/he' is right* Before m approach any 

details* we must acknowledge the fact that what is good 

today may jb© obsolete tomorrow* and that there are no two 

museums in existence which place the same requirements 

upon their buildings* This situation very effectively 

precludes t he formulat ion Of specific rules, we are 

forced back to four general conclusionss 

1* Space for administration* education* and research 

should be planned adequately* 

2# 'Flexibility. of space is '/necessary In planning for 

coastantlychanging Ideas. 

5* Visitor traffic should be simplified* 

If.* There will be few new* very large museums* 

We may break up the building into exhibition, 

education* administration and research* and service 

and storage components* giving special attention to the 

problems of exhibition methods and public amenities and 

their application in modern design* 



The museum shows its ’’face” to the public primarily 

through tbs exhibit areas. In that sense, they are the 

vital focal point of the entire museum plan* In past 

times, the decor of the building could scarcely be seen 

behind the jumbled masses of overcrowded displays, and 

it was a long trip from one end of the building to the 

otter* The classic example of this shortcoming Is the 

museum most often held up by our statistic lovers as 

their ideal* The Louvre is said to house over 272,000 

art objects in 150 of Its 1800 rooms* ..This makes a 

slide rule average of over 1800 objects per room! 

Contrast this overcrowding with one of the Rem¬ 

brandt rooms in the national Gallery of Art, Washington, 

D*G* There are eleven paintings in the room, which mea¬ 

sures thirty-seven feet by twenty-six feet* One of the 

long walls holds just three paintings# The room is simply 

decorated in light oak paneling with a dark floor, the 

sort of finish iir. David Finley, the museum’s director, 

believes is harmonious and subdued as desired# 

if we are to limit the material shown, we will face 

the problem of storing much collection material or of 

showing it at another place* The solution to this problem 

lies in both alternatives# The museum should not try to 

show all of its material* Part will be kept in storage, and 

part will be housed in separate study collections, usually 



a permanent installation with periodic revisions, which 

is placed so that the public will not fee forced through it. 

Circulation in the exhibit areas is very important. 

The areas should be planned so simply that the visitor 

cannot become confused about his location* Appealing 

vistas should open out before the visitor, yet not so far 

that the prospect of seeing it all becomes fatiguing* The 

value of a relatively small museum ia obvious here* 

Room scale is a very important part of the proper 

presentation of exhibits* Ceiling heights should be 

varied to create the proper atmosphere* High, imposing 

walls demand large scale exhibits or very careful treatment 

of smaller material* This point is Illustrated by the 

problem faced by the National Gallery of Art in displaying 

Desiderio do Settignanofs ’’Bust of a Little Boy*” This 

little marble piece is only eleven inches high, and was to 

be placed among larger pieces in a room with a ceiling over 

twenty feet high* It was finally placed upon a pedestal at 

eye level In a niche of its own# The formula? Isolate the 

piece and make the surrounding scale fit it* 

Artificial lighting is now almost universally used 

in museum exhibit areas* In college and university museums 

especially, many variations of skylights, high and low 

windows, have been tried* Skylights leave walls free, 

but they are hard to maintain, and dark days and night 



us© 0till make artificial lighting a necessity* Low 

windows create glare and us© valuable wall space* High 

windows-are the most satisfactory scheme tested* How¬ 

ever, none of these systems of natural lighting are as 

uniform and dependable as artificial light* Flour ascent 

lighting methods can now duplicate average daylight color 

values* Artificial light .is flexiblein.quantity,, quality, 

direction, and-intensity* It can be easily applied to 

individual problems which are a byword in exhibition work* 

Spotlights and floods, soft illumination and intense, 

dramatic shadows are all a part of the technique used in 

exhibition work today* ' 

Such lighting improvements are a part of the biggest 

new development in museum display* Exhibit designers are 

borrowing methods of display, the store window and the 

advertising layout, from commercial art* The advertising 

medium'must: sell its wares, presenting .its material in 

the very best light* By the same reasoning, if collection 

material is good, it deserves representation in the best 

possible manner* The day of the museum with objects 

placed around the walls and In glass cases In the middle 

of the room is over* Exhibits must be planned, often 

built like a movie set* Exhibit areas must be adaptible— 

a basic volume for flexible use—with closely adjoining 

work areas* 
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Let us suffliaarige: fcheoe points t 

1, ExhibitIons should never be overcrowded* 
2* Decor should be harmonious with the exhi¬ 

bits, secondary in importance to them* 
3* Circulation should be obviously simple* 
4* Exhibits should never become fatiguing* 
5* Exhibit areas should be differentiated: 

a# guided and optional circulation 
b* temporary and permanent study coll- 

f actions* 
6* She visitor should be able to see all 

exhibited material in one visit* This 
implies limited exhibit areas* 

7* Storage must be provided for some material* 
8* Exhibit areas should be scaled to the 

general type of material displayed* 
9* Artificial lighting is recommended, some¬ 

times with high windows* 
10* Exhibit areas must be accessible to shops, 

work, and service areas* 
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Tim educational component of the museum consists of 

the auditorium, classroom's, various types of laboratories, 

stops, and studios, and the library, Some of theseareas 

also are included in the research function* Tim library, 

especially, fails into this eategopy. 

Auditoriums are usually not too big, seating from 

one hundred to four or five hundred people* 1?hey are 

used for class instruction, committee met lags, public 

lectures and music recitals, movies and lectures to ®u- 

scum visitors, and sometimes for dramatic productions* 
-f. 

When this last activity is a major one, as in the Wads¬ 

worth Atheneum, there is Justification for a much larger 

auditorium, but it is better to plan a sise which will 

Just comfortably seat most groups, A little group of 

people huddled together in a sea of empty seats is a 

dismal, discouraging sight* Tim auditorium should be 

acoustically planned and should Include a standard floor 

Incline and raised stage* Backstage facilities should 

be large enough for a piano and limited circulation* 

For productions requiring stage sets and large groups of 

people, ready access to hall space and studios is advan¬ 

tageous* Set storage backstage and adjacent dressing rooms 

are not necessary in the usual small museum auditorium* 

High windows are often pleasing in the auditorium design 
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when they produce no glare* 

Laboratories and studios should be individually de¬ 

signed for their specific uses, with ©very such unit should 

be planned storage space and an office for the instructor or 

supervisor# Shops and studios tend to be overcrowded, ©spe¬ 

cially when there is power machinery# Many shop standards 

have been formulated in public school design studies and 

should be consulted, but for most museum laboratory or studio 

requirements, individual details must be planned# 

•The educational section, or the museums school, should 

have a circulation scheme separate from that of the other 

sections of the building—yet accessible to them—and an 

entrance of its own# Controlled circulation should allow 

for the following possibilitiesj 

1# Accessibility of studios and auditorium to 
each othar and to the whole building# 

2# Separate,, entry to these units# 

5* flso of shops and studios ' or- of t he aucl it or ium 
or both when other parts of the building are 

' closed# 

*Ph© library occupies a neutral .position in this 

plannings it cat often act as a buffer between the school 

section and the exhibit and administration areas* Museum 

libraries are often complete In one room, but it is advisable 

to have a separate office for the librarian and enough 

work space for purposes of normal sorting and repair work# 

Print and similar flat materials aro often under the super¬ 

vision of the librarian, and files should be included in 



the scheme# 

Administration offices in the building divide into 

two groups* One is the co-ordinating center of the 

organisation—tho "front office"—even though in most 

existing buildings it la the back office, tucked away 

in a spare corner* Here will be found the general 

office, staffed by the membership secretary and secre¬ 

taries for the director, assistant director, curators, 

and the building superintendent, who will all have their 

own private offices* This suite of rooms also should 

contain a staff lounge, rest rooms, and a small kitchen 

if the location is adjacent to the public lounge* The 

kitchen is used for light refreshments at social func¬ 

tions and for staff purposes* A meeting room for staff 

meetings is desirable, and may often be combined satis¬ 

factorily with the- staff lounge# Storage apace is ■ 

usually slighted in this area, but should be provided for 

office supplies, literature, a mimeographing machine, and 

other items* Reasonably direct public access to the gen¬ 

eral office /and a private outside entrance to this area 

are re comended* ‘ 

Othor offices, those of the educational staff and 

the custodian, are spread out through the building in 

the locations most convenient to the occupants * work* It 

is very strongly advised that offices be provided where 
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Instructors can constantly oversee laboratory and shop 

work, especially where machines are involved* 

Service ana storage facilities are never seen by the 

public, but have a profound effect upon the museum*s 

efficiency* Sphere are too many museums which now have no 

space for handling material from a loading dock or even 

no real loading dock* A smooth»running service system 

should provide loading areas so planned that direct 

access for large articles to the exhibit areas and stor¬ 

age may be obtained# It should have a large enough receiv¬ 

ing room to allow quick delivery and loading with space 

for stacking goods until they can all be properly handled# 

Convenient space for crating and uncrating and for crate 

storage is necessary* This last item is nearly always 

ignored,. even though crates for traveling exhibits, for 

example, must sometimes be stored for weeks before being 

reused* The oare taken In handling the small details 

such as this may well make all the difference between a 

good building and a next-to-wortbless one# 

A general shop is becoming a necessity to the modern 

museum for preparation of exhibits, general maintenance, 

and the use of the curators* 

Storage areas should be accessible to this service 

area as well as to the exhibits* Their else and character 

depend upon the material they are to hold* Air conditioned 
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dark storage is becoming a necessity for valuable 

paintings and similar material which can fade and de¬ 

teriorate* 

One of the aspects of the building most important to 

the architect has not yet been mentioned* When the speci¬ 

fic demands of the building ore determined, be must inte¬ 

grate them into a design with some certain character* An 

art museum, which is a living embodiment of aesthetic 

taste, must not be negated by its own building* The 

monumental, awe-inspiring sort of museum is falling by 

the waysides it does not fit in with today’s personal¬ 

ised culture, and it is too expensive to build# At fif¬ 

teen dollars per square foot, ornament and size must give 

way to a new design approach* 'Today’s museums are small¬ 

er! they must entice—not impress-tfae public by showing 

a warm, gracious atmosphere* The lounges should be cosy 

and comfortable* There should be easy chairs always 
I- . . 

within sight of the visitor* Lower ceilings are less 

expensive and more Informal than high ceilings# Stark 

functionalism is to be avoided by use of textured ma¬ 

terials, draperies, large glass areas, and liberal doses 

of sunshine, green grass, trees, and foliage* The "in- 

stltutional" connotation will be avoided by such a building, 

which is obviously meant to be frankly appealing to the 

personality* This accent on human warmth is pointed out 
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dramatically in comment onthe Des Moines Art Center 

which Introduces the next part of this discussion* 

**»# 
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She modern emphasis in museum design may be dis¬ 

cerned by analysis of three museums now in existence. 

the William Hayes Fogg Art Museum, at Harvard Univer¬ 

sity, the Theodore Lyman Wright Art Hall, at Beloit 

College, and the Den Moines Art Center, Dee Moines, 

Iowa* The Fogg and Wright museums represent the best 

in museum planning of the twenties#. Fogg Museum, built 

In 192f at a cost of C?X,2>O,0OQ, is an example of the 

large museum, building* . bright Hall, built in 1929, at 

a; cost of fX5O»O0Q, falls Into the small museum category# 

Tho Dos Moines Art Center was completed in I9I1? at a cost 

of about #6?5»000# That price puts it at tho very upper 

limit of the middle-sisad classification, which might 

range in cost from f100,O0Q or §150,000 up past the half- 

million dollar mark• It is representative of the new 

concept of museuiii planni^ T^ieh has grown up within the 

last twenty years# This idea was very well expressed by 

the Architectural Forum magazine in an article about tho 

Dos Moines Art Centers 

!! Architect Saarinen has given Dos Moines an 
art center which has fast become a source of great 
pride to its citizens,. Located in a park near the 
center of the town, the new building reveals in its 
design and sotting many changes in the concept of 
the community art home in this country# One of these 
might even be the name—the word, museum, is avoided# 
And this change in attitude is even more evident in 
the design of the building, which strives for 
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simplicity in background for displays'.sad-pleasant* 
/ ness in ..environment * It is a newly emphasised: axiom 
that people pill hot like-art-if their feet Imrti or 

■&£ they are '.made .to feel like school children on a 
tour* If there; is some placet to sit* their; feet may 

feel bettesy ©veh if they donH ait down* If there 
sr©.:pl©asa.nt!iyistasi.''to; enjoy* -they may well approach 

'ii.be' objects' displayed In the Center with greater ' 
friendliness* ,--v;: 
' The nature ofartlfcself in America lias changed, 

along with the pepplets attitude toward art* Intimi¬ 
dation was a main maker of respect for art and art 
houses in the near neoelassic past* Today intimidation 

• breeds only resentment, and participation and enjoy- 

.went, have. replaced the old stiffness in display* A 
large portion of the building budget for this Art 
Center was put into a wing which houses an art, school* 
intended not only for art students and professionals* 
but for children* housewives, and hobbyists as well* 
Bliel Saarinen.*.expresses as the aim of the art 
school* *To build up an atmosphere of art creation 
about the whole Art Center and to create a place Of 

. interest for; all the strata of the population, old 
and youhg--through the:young** 

. Early £n 'Ita•'planning*r.rthere was much discussion 
of the basic problemj whether this center should be 
a monumentally formal and conspicuous structure in 
the urban organism.or whether it should be an infer* ■ 
iaal home institution for art activities, imbeddedln 
the verdure of the park** * .There is nothing forceful 

.Vabout the horizontal lines of the long elevations; and 
Ualls—which residents* now loud in praise, first 

■;/y;‘'ipb'J^ctedvtoJiE»o''i3eiag. too <liko a penitentiary** The 
design is as cool and placid, as dignified and pleas¬ 
ant as the big pool in the back court—without the 
sternness arid pomposity which once had the American 

...people sO'well-bored with museums*0 

While' all three imaseuras were designed to do their 

work* the Bos Moines Art Center Is the only one planned 

to lock 'like, an art institution* The others are essen¬ 

tially collegiate buildings* Their outward appearance 

might indicate any sort of use besides that of a museum* 

If the museum is broken down again into working 



components by floor area, comparison of the various activi 

ties .may .t»e easily traced* 

It will first he seen that the small Wright Museum 

■has the, largest exhibit area in proportion to tlie total 

space, shout twenty-three percent of the total floor 

area# In the ‘Art' Center and Fogg Museum, the figures , 

are, respectively, sixteen percent and sixteen and one 

half percent# Aside from curatorial research, the only 

other activities in the Wright museum are academic— 

lectures, classes, and library study# It is reasonable 

that this building should thus have a higher-tban-average 

proportion of exhibit area* The distribution -is••pur*, 

posely weighted in the other, two museums toward more 

educational facilities# w© may then assume fifteen to 

twenty-five percent, of the total floor area to be a 

tentative eatSmate for design work# 

, :;= The most interesting ■ fact about the educational W 

facilities of these museums is- that in every ease they 

are more extensive than the exhibit areas. The -Dos Moines 

Art Center has slightly over twenty-seven percent of its 

area in studios, workrooms, shops, and an auditorium# 

■bright. .Hall, has very slightly less than twenty-seven per¬ 

cent, which includes class and lecture rooms, and one 

studio# The Fogg Museum puts twenty-four percent of its 

gross area into class, lecture, studio, and study apace 
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and a ratter large auditorial*. With the Increasing 

Importance of educational work* the space allotted to 

this function is steadily Increasing in all types of 

museum* Otar mm fourth of the total gross area Is 

already an average figure, and the proportion will 

increase, to thirty percent or more* Oar© mast to token 

that educational expansion does not get out .of tend* If 

this were'to happen, the art isuseum would degenerate 

into an art school* However* deduction of either the 

auditorium or the library* in the aasaeuiaa presented here* 

would bring the ares- hack to equality with the exhibit 

area and no more* 

Administration and research arses may vary widely - 

from museum to museum* They never take up a great 

amount of apace* but it is very important that what Is 

provided be mil planned*. Our esamplee vary from three 

percent of the gross area In the Fogg Museum and the Bos 

Moiass Art Cantor to seven percent at flight Hall# These 

figures probably are not accurate*, since much of the edu¬ 

cational effort in a collage or university museum Is 

connected with research* There is no space actually 

allotted at Deo Moines for research work* This is a 

sensible Ideas there Is no point in doing active research 

in every museum* Beeeereb Is* of course, a by-product 

of most museum work* but the place for Its. organised 



strength is In the colleges cod, universities*. in all 

three museums analysed hero, the offices ere placed near 

th© areas in which their occupants work*. .‘This is ea~- 

peclally notable in the Fogg Museum, which also has ad¬ 

ministrative offices grouped on the second.floor* 

ih© Fogg Museum illustrates the., fora which has been, 

tried as a. formula for art museumss 

Ground floors 
Educational space, auditorium, shops, work 
rooms, and offices. 

. Main floors 
Exhibits# 

Second floors 
Exhibits. fhe library may bo here or on the 
main floor* 

, ./Top floors - 
Curatorial offices and work rooms* 

The tendency to sproad the building over.largo areas on ■ 

on© or two floors is rather discouraging for the t}far«iula,<! 

along with fell© fact that horiBontsl circulation is easier 

to. plan and more efficient than vertical movement« 

’.The bes Koines Art Center ■has very little pro¬ 

vision' side for service* There is a grad© entrance 

and elevator accessible to the exhibit and storage areas, ' 

but no space for packing, crate storage, and general 

work spfeee* the museum does have a very good ©bop and 

beautiful dark storage areas, cm© of which may take the 

place of assigned service area storage* Dark storage 

takes up well over half as' much floor area os is used 
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for exhibition purposes • In the Fogg Museum* the exhi- 

bit-storage ratio is also less than two.to one# There is 

relatively little storage space in Wright Hall; the ra¬ 

tio there is about five to one# 

One of the good features of the Fogg Museum is the 

specific planning for modeling, photography* and other 

studio work* The basement service area has the diffi¬ 

culties of limited access from outside and long supply 

routes to the rest of the building* Fogg Museum also 

shows many odd corners and useless spaces shieh result from 

the desire to create a symmetrical balance in the plan* 

The Des Moines Art Center* in its building form* 

shows the hew thinking more clearly than the others* but 

in all three buildings may be found the essence of plan¬ 

ning a museum for its functions* We see the idea of de¬ 

signing a museum to be just that* not a miniature Homan 

bath or Renaissance palace* taking root aid coming to 

fruition* The features of these buildings should not be 

transplanted bodily from one museum to another; every 

museum is an entity in itself* We will not deny nor dis¬ 

parage the borrowing of ideas; learning mast be diffused 

in such manner* that we want to avoid is any semblance 

of '* fixture standardization*1 

In the investigation of these museums* we have limi¬ 

ted the study to the art museum* We have done this 
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because the art museums present more varied activities 

with more public participation than any other type of 

museum* We want to show that the future of the art 

museum lies in its value in educating the people to the 

closer harmony of the arts and industry, with its tech¬ 

nological progress* The art, technological, and indus¬ 

trial museums seem to be destined for the greatest 

near-future expansion* 
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The museum presented here is a museum of indus¬ 

trial art and design# It is designed for a mediusa- 

sised city like Seattle# Sioux City, Memphis, South 

Bond, or Houston# It could be built and maintained 

easily by any city of 100,000 people or more# 

The museum is a specialised unit* It presents the 

best in its one field of activity# It will show adver¬ 

tising art, factory design, T*V#A# architecture, art 

in paper carton design, automobile shows—the list 

may bo extended as far as the imagination can go# It 

can open the public mind to now thinking, what is 

streamlining? How and why is a camera lens, a steam 

turbine, or a common brass wood screw a thing of beauty? 

The appreciation of beauty all around us is one of the 

fundamental values in a full, productive life# It has 

other more practical aspects* It leads to alertness 

and understanding of what we buy and a resultant im¬ 

provement of quality and beauty in manufactured arti¬ 

cles* It creates new products and demands* It dis¬ 

covers interests and aptitudes in art, design, production 

engineering, or toolmaking, for example, putting people in 

fields of work where they really belong* This is the 

field of the specialised museum, concentrating effort in 

one aspect of culture, producing knowledge which spreads 



through other fields of learning like oil spreading on 

water# 

The exhibit area is within reason in sise# About 

half of it is planned'for temporary and traveling exhi¬ 

bits, It can be adapted to local needs as they arise* 

Area 1 Is fitted for small and medium-sised material# 

Area II has a higher celling# and will thus accommodate 

large objects* These two exhibit areas# clustered 

around the lounge# are set back so that the visitor 

can enter the building and make a liesurely, comfortable 

circle through them# They are away from traffic paths# 

yet near enough that they can easily be seen* The 

lounge is always within sight, even from the farthest 

permanent exhibit* The visitor may bypass or visit the 

permanent study collections in Area 111 at his option* 

These exhibits are built individually as the need for 

them arises* They may be changed or replaced as desired 

to formulate a well-rounded view of industrial art* 

There can be exhibits classified by material, by 

function# by area of manufacture# or by combinations of 

classifications* The method of display is suggested by 

the plan indication in the upper left part of -Area III* 

Area III and the dark storage area are such that 

one can borrow from the other for extra exhibit or stor¬ 

age space and a proper balance between exhibit and 
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storage requirements• The storage area has been designed 

somewhat larger than the expected requirements. It has 

about one half the total exhibit floor area* almost as 

much as Area III alone. Any expansion of the mtaeus*3 

exhibit area is expected to be limited to the adjustable 

space thus provided* Exhibit area amounts to about 7,150 

square feet, or about twenty-on© percent of the gross area# 

This museum has one entire side of the permanent 

exhibit area opened up in solid glass, which faces the 

inside court* This glass wall may be criticised because 

of the loss of the wall for hanging space or because of 

earlier statements about windows for lighting. However, 

its value lies in several features* One is that the 

material shown in the museum is mostly objects which are 

not hung, but are situated in built-up settings#' The 

passage and alcove system of display represented here Is 

ideal for such displays, since it allows eddies in the 

traffic pattern where the visitor may linger to study a 

group without disturbing others* . 

The lighting effect of an entire wall of glass is 

different from any window system# since windows in a 

relatively dark wall create glare and consequent eye¬ 

strains the iris must alternately adjust to light and 

dark areas# The glass wall has no dark areas, and 

creates no shadows in the room? instead, the entire 

volume is flooded with light# The public has seen this 
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effecit for years In store display windows, but only re¬ 

cently has it been need to advantage in other places* 

A third effect of the glass nails is to unmistakably 

express the feeling of the building in tbs exhibit atmos¬ 

phere* Ibis is not the contrasting element one might 

expect; actually it maintains the warm* comfortable feel¬ 

ing that entices the visitor into the building* the 

feeling of awe is replaced by more enjoyment of the 

exhibit without self-consciousness* At night* the visitor 

has before him when he enters the building a sweeping 

vista of inviting displays* easily seen and oriented* 

The educational elements of the building are the 

auditorium* the library* and three workrooms with 

accompanying offices* The auditorium is planned pri¬ 

marily for movies* lectures* and recitals* Its use for 

dramatic productions would be very limited* It would be 

used by civic groups for evening functions* It is 

accessible from all parts of the building* especially 

from the school wing* the study collections* and the lobby* 

The shop and studio have been designed as long* , 

narrow rooms for versatility of use* Several different 

groups can work in each room without undue commotion* For 

example* there may be a painting class* a clay modeling 

group* and a photography crew working in different parts 

of the room* Yet the identity of the spaee is maintained 



for its us© by large single groups* 

The design room would be equipped with desks and 

study tables* It would have three uses—small* informal 

class lectures* classes in design* and informal design 

work preliminary to going into the other rooms fee5 its 

execution* 

Rest rooms in this section are a necessity* The 

dirty nature of much art work makes the large wash- 

fountain alcove near the entrance a very desirable fea¬ 

ture* since it would keep the clean-up work out of the 

rest rooms* 

The educational facilities can easily be expanded 

to a second floor with the same general plan around the 

auditorium* 

The work carried on in the school should reflect the 

character of the museum* Handicrafts* metal work* 

furniture* photography* air brush* and mechanical draw¬ 

ing are samples of the wide variety of interests which 

Is possible* The museum should attempt to include 

professional and trade groups in its school activities* 

There is a big* relatively untouched group in manufac¬ 

turers* skilled tradesmen* and other people like profession¬ 

al designers who have no opportunities to express their ideas 

in solid materials* 

The plan of the museum groups the receiving room* 



packing room, general shop, storage and exhibit areas, 

and administration office access as closely as possible* 

Exhibit material has only a few feet to travel from the 

track to the exhibit areas* An automobile can be driven 

in without any turning* The curators* work rooms should 

be accessible to the receiving room and the general shop* 

The director, who is responsible for everything in the 

museum, should be able to oversee activities here with¬ 

out crossing the entire building* 

Heating and air conditioning are located below 

Exhibit Area 1* Air conditioning is not just an expen¬ 

sive luxury, but la a control in preserving material 

subject to deterioration from temperature and humidity 

variations* 

The best way to finally evaluate a plan is to “live0 

in It, to put one*a self in the position of the staff and 

visitors and circulate through the building* It is then 

that the practicality and atmosphere—the feeling of the 

building—will best show up* 
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There are two methods of approaching any problem— 

to analyse specific difficulties and devise individual 

solutions, later Integrating the wholes or to consider 

generalities firsts and try to evolve ways of thinking 

which will he adaptible to special conditions* The 

first method is one of expediency! the second is more 

useful in long-range planning* 

Civilisation has seen more change in the last 150 

years than in all recorded history before that* $e ore 

now in a state of flux which will go oh for a long* 

long time* Long rahgs thinking, adaptlble to constant 

change, is in order*. ■ 

In this picture, our museums act in two paradoxi¬ 

cal ways* They are a source of orderly continuity be¬ 

tween eras, and at the same tiro, they must present the 

new ideas to the people, & certain number of people can 

accept new ideas by theoretical reasoning, but the great 

majority must be prodded into thinking by sensory stim¬ 

uli! they progress from things to ideas* . 

The museums are, therefore, in an envious position* 

Through the exhibit medium, objects—things—can be in¬ 

terpreted to the people with Unprecedented effectiveness* 

The scope of this idea is enough to insure the museum an 

expanding importance in culture for many generations to 
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COBB, as far as m can actively predict* Through no 

other radium can the contributions of the arts, archi¬ 

tecture, science, and the humanities be so well inte¬ 

grated into everyday, commonplace terms* 

The Mundaneua was conceived upon one Mg fallacy* 

Our civilisation is not a stepped pyramid with our culture 

at its tiny peak* Our civilisation is many inverted 

pyramids which stem from little pinpoint bases of enlight¬ 

enment and grow together at the top into a great, complex 

plane of culture* The buildings we see scattered around 

the country, with their Gothic galleries, Richardsonian 

arches, triangular steel frames, or glass enclosed 

courts—our museums—are a vital link in that plane of 

culture* Churches, schools, colleges, universities, 

the press, and museums—all are synonymous with enlight¬ 

enment* And enlightenment is our hope for the future* 
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